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Description

This invention relates to the crimping of terminals onto wires and particularly to determining the crimp height of such crimped connections.

Terminals are typically crimped onto wires by means of a conventional crimping press having an anvil for supporting the electrical terminal and a die that is movable toward and away from the anvil for effecting the crimp. In operation, a terminal is placed on the anvil, an end of a wire is inserted into the ferrule or barrel of the terminal, and the die is caused to move toward the anvil to the limit of the stroke of the press, thereby crimping the terminal onto the wire. The die is then retracted to its starting point.

In order to obtain a satisfactory crimped connection, the "crimp height" of the terminal must be closely controlled. The crimp height of a terminal is a measure of height or maximum vertical dimension of the terminal after crimping. Ordinarily, if a terminal is not crimped to the correct crimp height for the particular terminal and wire combination, an unsatisfactory crimped connection will result. A crimp height variation is not in and of itself the cause of a defective crimp connection, but rather, is indicative of another factor which causes the poor connection. Such factors include using the wrong terminal or wire size, missing strands of wire, wrong wire type, and incorrect stripping of insulation.

Since such defective crimped connections frequently have the appearance of high quality crimped connections, it is difficult to identify these defects so that timely corrective action may be taken.

What is needed is a simple non-destructive means of detecting such defective crimped connections by accurately measuring crimp height during the crimping process in an automation environment.

Document EP-O 291 329 (published on 17.11.88 and falling under Art. 54(3) and 54(4) EPC for the designated states DE, FR, GB and IT) discloses a method for detecting the pressing deflectiveness of a pressed workpiece, which comprises the steps of detecting a time-based profile of a pressing load acting on the workpiece during the pressing operation, comparing the detected pressing load profile with a reference pressing load profile, and determining the pressing deflectiveness of the work piece in accordance with the result of the comparison.

The present invention as defined in claim 1 and 6 permits the determination of crimp height of a crimped electrical connection, such as a terminal crimped onto a wire by a crimping apparatus. The terminal and wire or other element upon which the terminal is to be crimped, are placed in crimping position within the crimping apparatus. The crimping apparatus is actuated to cause a die set to engage and crimp the terminal onto the element. During this crimping step, the force imposed on the terminal is determined and monitored as the force reaches a peak and then recedes to zero. Upon the force reaching substantially zero, simultaneously therewith determining the distance between the terminal engaging portions of the die set, this distance being the crimp height.

In order that the present invention may be more readily understood, reference will now be made, by way of example, to the accompanying drawings, in which:-

FIGURE 1 is an isometric view of a crimping apparatus incorporating the teachings of the present invention;
FIGURE 2 is a front view of a portion of the apparatus of Figure 1 showing a crimping die set in an open position;
FIGURE 3 is a view similar to that of Figure 2 showing the crimping die set in a closed position;
FIGURE 4 is a block diagram showing typical functional elements employed in the practice of the present invention; and
FIGURE 5 shows a graph relating crimp force to ram displacement during the crimping of a terminal onto a wire.

There is shown in Figure 1 a crimping press 10 having a base 12 and a ram 14 arranged for reciprocating opposed motion relative to the base 12. The crimping press 10, in the present example, is the type having a flywheel and clutch arrangement for imparting the reciprocating motion to the ram 14 as is more fully described in US-A-3 550 239. However, other type presses utilizing reciprocating motion over a suitable stroke distance may be used in the practice of the present invention.

The base 12 and ram 14 each carry a mating half of a crimping die set in the usual manner. The die set includes an anvil 16 which is removably attached to the base 12 and a punch 18 which is removably attached to the ram 14, as shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3. A typical terminal 20 is shown, in Figure 1, crimped onto a pair of wire leads 22.

As shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3, a strain gage 24 is attached to the anvil 16 in the usual manner by epoxy or soldering. The strain gage, in the present example, is gage series CEA, pattern 125UW, manufactured by Micro-Measurements Division, Measurements Group Inc., Raleigh, North Carolina 27611. Any similar strain gage may be used. A pair of leads 26 carry a signal that is proportional to the stress placed on the anvil 16 in the vertical direction as sensed by the strain gage 24. The force that produces this stress is trans-
ferred from the ram 14, through the terminal 20 and wires 22 being crimped, to the anvil 16. Since virtually all of the stress sensed by the strain gage is a result of force transferred through the terminal 20 and wires 22, the signal appearing on the leads 26 is indicative of the force imposed upon the terminal 20 during crimping.

A linear distance sensor 30 is arranged to measure displacement of the ram 14 with respect to the base 12. The linear distance sensor 30, in the present example, is a linear differential transformer model number 222C-0100, which is manufactured by Robinson-Halpern Company, Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania 19462. The sensor or transformer 30 includes a stator 32, which is rigidly attached to the base 12 by a suitable bracket 34, and an armature which is movable within the stator in the vertical direction as viewed in Figures 2 and 3. A push rod 36 projects upwardly from the stator 32 and has one end attached to the movable armature and the other end adjustably attached to the ram 14 by means of a suitable bracket 38 and adjusting nuts 40. A pair of leads 42 carry a signal that is proportional to the vertical position of the armature within the stator. As the ram 14 is made to undergo reciprocating motion with respect to the base 12, the push rod 36 is required to undergo a similar motion with respect to the stator 32. Since the armature is attached to the push rod 36, the signal appearing on the leads 42 is indicative of the vertical position of the ram 14 with respect to the base 12. As best seen in Figure 2, the anvil 16 has a terminal engaging portion or surface 44 and the punch 18 has a terminal engaging portion or surface 46. The dimensional characteristics of the anvil 16 and punch 18 are closely controlled so that the relationship of the surfaces 44 and 46 to the base 12 and ram 14 is known. Since the height of the surface 44 from the base 12 is known, the signal appearing on the leads 42 is further indicative of the distance D, as shown in Figure 2, between the terminal engaging surfaces 44 and 46 of the anvil 16 and punch 18 respectively.

When the ram 14 reciprocates downwardly, as viewed in Figure 3, the mating die set halves 16 and 18 engage and crimp the terminal 20. During this process, the anvil 16 and punch 18 mutually engage so that when the ram 14 is in its fully down position the terminal engaging portions 44 and 46 of the die set have a minimum distance E therebetween. It will be understood, however, that when in this position, the elasticity of the crimped terminal 20 and wires 22 exert a substantial force outwardly tending to urge the anvil 16 and punch 18 apart. Therefore, as the ram 14 begins to retract upwardly, as viewed in Figure 3, the crimped terminal 20 and wires 22 expand somewhat still exerting a force against the die set. This expansion continues as the ram 14 retracts further until the crimped terminal 20 and wires 22 reach an equilibrium or limit of elastic expansion and no further force is exerted thereby on the die set. At this point the distance between the terminal engaging surfaces 44 and 46, indicated as F in Figure 3, is equal to the crimp height of the crimped connection. Further, this point can easily be recognized by monitoring the signal appearing on the strain gage leads 26. When the signal indicates a zero force, the terminal 20 and wire 22 have reached their limit of elastic expansion and the spacing of the die set halves is as indicated by F in Figure 3. Since the push rod 36 moves along with the ram 14, the signal appearing on the leads 42 will be proportional to the movement of the ram 14. Therefore, it is a simple matter to correlate this signal to the distance indicated by F. One way to accomplish this would be to place a crimped terminal having a crimp height known to be equal to F and then gently advancing the ram 14 until the surfaces 44 and 46 properly engage the crimped terminal. The nuts 40 are then adjusted until the signal appearing on the leads 42 is calibrated to represent the known distance F. With such an arrangement, the signal would be proportional to and indicative of the crimp height of the terminal 20 crimped onto the wires 22 within a reasonable tolerance range on either side of the distance F. That is, the signal would accurately represent crimp heights from somewhat larger than F down to crimp heights somewhat smaller than F.

Figure 5 shows a graph 50 which depicts the relationship of crimp force on the terminal with respect to ram displacement. As the ram 14 moves toward the base 12, it reaches the point where the terminal engaging surfaces 44 and 46 are in light engagement with the terminal 20. This point is indicated at 52 along the X axis of the graph 50. As the ram 14 continues its movement, the force exerted on the terminal 20 increases as shown by the graph 50 until a peak force 54 is reached having a ram displacement indicated at 56. This is the point where the ram 14 is in its fully down position, as shown in Figure 3, and the distance between the surfaces 44 and 46 is indicated as E. As was set forth above, at this point, the terminal 20 is under substantial compressive forces and, being an elastic body, will rebound some amount when the compressive forces are removed. As the ram 14 begins to recede upwardly away from the base 12, the force on the terminal 20 gradually reduces to zero.

This occurs at the point along the X axis indicated at 58. Precisely where this point 58 occurs along the X axis of the graph 50 can be translated to a distance vertically above the surface 44. This is done by sampling the signal present on the leads 42 and translating this signal into a distance.
Once the system is properly calibrated, as outlined above, then the signal appearing on the leads 42 at the time the force on the terminal is as indicated at 58, will be indicative of the actual crimp height F.

In operation, the force should be monitored to assure that the crimping operation has actually begun prior to attempting to identify the point 58. This will prevent errors that may occur due to a premature zero reading of zero force prior to the ram 14 passing the point 52. This is illustrated in the block diagram shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, the force signal from the strain gage 24 appearing on the leads 26 is monitored at 70, to assure that the crimping operation has actually begun. This may be done by establishing a force, distance, and perhaps time relationship in the case of a known good crimped connection and then comparing these parameters to the force and distance signals received during the current crimping operation. In the present example, this is done by continually monitoring and comparing the force to a predetermined value indicated as P on the Y axis of the graph 50. When the force becomes greater than P, monitoring continues and the force is repeatedly compared to zero. When the force signal recedes to substantially zero, simultaneously therewith at 72 the distance signal from the linear differential transformer 30 that appears on the leads 42 is translated into crimp height. This is done by simply equating the voltage of the distance signal to a corresponding distance between the ram 14 and the base 12 and then subtracting the length of the die set halves 16 and 18. When calibrating the linear differential transformer 30, as set forth above, the lengths of the die set halves may be factored in so that the voltage output of the transformer 30 will directly correspond to the crimp height H. In any case, the crimp height, as measured in this way, is now examined at 74 to determine whether or not it falls within the allowable range for a high quality crimped connection. In the present example, a standard crimp height was previously stored in a memory 76, which may be a computer ROM or RAM or other machine readable medium that is well known in the industry, see Figure 4. The measured crimp height is compared, at 74, to this standard crimp height. If the comparison shows that the two are within a predetermined amount then a pass signal is generated, otherwise a reject signal is generated. The pass/reject signals may be coupled to suitable apparatus for automatically directing wires or cables having defective terminations to a reject station for further action by an operator or simply discarding.

When the distance signal from the transformer 30 is translated into crimp height at 72, it may optionally be displayed on a printer, video monitor, or similar output device 78 and it may be stored in the memory 76 for future use as an audit trail or for performance evaluation.

A very substantial advantage of the present invention is the ability to perform a qualitative test on a crimped connection at the instant that the connection is made. This permits such testing during the manufacturing process in an automated environment and the automatic rejection of crimped connections that fail the test. Another advantage is the ability to store the results of such testing for the purpose of providing a historical audit trail in the event of machine malfunction or to monitor tooling wear. Additionally, such historic data may be useful in various performance analysis.

Claims

1. A method of determining the crimp height (F) of a terminal (20) crimped onto a wire or other element (22) utilizing crimping apparatus which includes a press (10) having a base (12) and a ram (14) arranged for opposing relative reciprocating motion, said base (12) and ram (14) each carrying a mating half of a crimping die set (16,18), including the steps of:
   (a) placing a terminal (20) and wire or other element (22) in a crimping position within said crimping apparatus; and
   (b) causing at least one of said base (12) and said ram (14) to undergo relative motion so that said die set (16,18) engages and crimps said terminal (20) onto said wire or other element (22), the method being characterized by;
   (c), during step (b), determining that the crimping process has actually begun and then monitoring (70) the force imposed on said terminal as said force recedes from a predetermined value to zero, and upon said force reaching substantially zero, simultaneously therewith determining (72) the distance between the terminal engaging portions (44,46) of said die set (16,18), said distance being said crimp height (F).

2. The method according to Claim 1, characterized in that the step of determining that the crimping process has actually begun includes monitoring the force imposed on said terminal as the force reaches a desired value.

3. The method according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein the crimping apparatus includes means for generating both a force signal indicative of said force imposed on said terminal (20) and a distance signal indicative of said distance between the terminal engaging portions (44,46) of said die set (16,18), wherein step (c) is char-
characterized by:
(C1) comparing (70) said force signal to a first reference signal that represents zero, and
(C2) when said force signal is substantially equal to said first reference signal, comprising
(72) said distance signal to a second reference signal that represents a desired crimphöhe height and if the difference between said distance and reference signals exceeds a predetermined amount (74), generating a reject signal.

4. The method according to Claim 3, characterized in that said crimping apparatus (10) includes a memory (76) and step (C2) includes storing said second reference signal in said memory (76).

5. The method according to Claim 4 characterized by translating said distance signal into human readable format.

6. A machine for crimping a terminal (20) onto a wire or other element (22), including a press (10) having a base (12) and a ram (14) arranged for opposed relative reciprocating motion, said base (12) and ram (14) each carrying a mating half of a crimping die set (16,18), characterized by apparatus for determining the crimphöhe (F) of a terminal (20) crimped onto the wire or other element (22) comprising
(a) force monitoring means (24,26) for determining and monitoring the force imposed on said terminal (20) during crimping thereof; and
(b) distance sensing means (30) for determining the distance between the terminal engaging portions (44,46) of said die set (16,18) when said determined force is substantially equal to zero.

7. The machine according to Claim 6, characterized in that said distance sensing means (30) comprises a linear differential transformer (32) having a stator, an armature, and means for generating a first signal indicative of the relative position of said stator and armature, and in that one of said stator and armature is attached to said base (12) and the other is attached to said ram (14).

8. The machine according to Claim 6 or 7, characterized in that said force monitoring means (24) is arranged to generate a second signal indicative of the force imposed on said terminal (20) during said crimping thereof and compared said second signal to a reference signal indicative of zero until said second signal is substantially equal to zero.

9. The machine according to Claim 8, characterized in that said force monitoring means (24) include a strain gage (24) and means (78) is provided for communicating said distance to an operator.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Verfahren zum Bestimmen der crimphöhe (F) eines an einen Draht oder an ein anderes Element (22) gekrümten Anschlusses (20) unter Verwendung einer Crimpvorrichtung, die eine Presse (10) aufweist, die einen Unterteil (12) und einen Stößel (14) hat, die für eine entgegengesetzte, relativ hin- und hergehende Bewegung angeordnet sind, wobei der Unterteil (12) und der Stößel (14) jeweils eine passende Hälfte eines Crimpformensatzes (16,18) tragen, mit den Schritten:
(a) Anordnen eines Anschlusses (20) und eines Drahtes oder eines anderen Elements (22) in einer Crimpstellung innerhalb der Crimpvorrichtung; und
(b) Veranlassen wenigstens eines der Teile von Unterteil (12) und Stößel (14) zur Durchführung einer Relativbewegung, so daß der Formensatz (16,18) den Anschluß (20) ergreift und an den Draht oder das andere Element (22) crimpet, wobei das Verfahren gekennzeichnet ist durch
(c) Feststellen, während des Schritts (b), daß der Crimpvorgang tatsächlich begonnen hat und dann Überwachen (70) der auf den Anschluß ausgeübten Kraft, während diese Kraft von einem vorbestimmten Wert auf Null zurückgeht, und nachdem die Kraft im wesentlichen Null erreicht hat, gleichzeitig damit Bestimmen (72) der Entfernung zwischen den Anschluß-Angriffsteilen (44,46) des Formensatzes (16,18), wobei diese Entfernung die Crimpforme (F) ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Schritt des Feststellens, daß der Crimpvorgang tatsächlich begonnen hat, ein Überwachen der auf den Anschluß (20) ausgeübten Kraft einschließt, wenn die Kraft einen gewünschten Wert erreicht.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei dem die Crimpvorrichtung Einrichtungen aufweist, um sowohl ein Kraftsignal zu erzeugen, das die
auf den Anschluß (20) ausgeübte Kraft anzeigt, als auch ein Entfernungs­signal zu erzeugen, das die Entfernung zwischen den Anschluß­Angriffsteilen (44, 46) des Formensatzes (16, 18) anzeigt, wobei der Schritt (c) gekennzeichnet ist durch
- (c1) Vergleichen (70) des Kraftsignals mit einem ersten Bezugs­signal, das Null darstellt, und
- (c2) wenn das Kraftsignal im wesentlichen gleich dem ersten Bezugs­signal ist, Vergleichen (72) des Entfernungssignals mit einem zweiten Bezugs­signal, das eine gewünschte Crimphöhe darstellt, und wenn der Unterschied zwischen den Entfernungs­ und Bezugs­signalen einen vorbestimmten Betrag (74) übersteigt, Erzeugen eines Verwerfen­Signals.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Crimpvorrichtung (10) einen Speicher (78) aufweist, und daß der Schritt (c2) ein Speicher des zweiten Bezugs­signals in dem Speicher (78) aufweist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, gekennzeichnet durch Übersetzen des Entfernungssignals in ein für Menschen lesbares Format.

6. Maschine zum Crimpfen eines Anschlusses (20) auf einen Draht oder ein anderes Element (22) mit einer Presse (10), die einen Unterteil (12) und einen Stößel (14) hat, die für eine entgegengesetzte relativ hin und hergehende Bewegung angeordnet sind, wobei der Unterteil (12) und der Stößel (14) jeweils eine passende Hälftte eines Crimpformensatzes (16, 18) tragen, gekennzeichnet durch
- eine Vorrichtung zum Bestimmen der Crimphöhe (F) eines auf dem Draht oder das andere Element (22) gecrimpten Anschlusses (20) mit
- a) einer Kraftüberwachungseinrichtung (24, 26) zum Bestimmen und Überwachen der während des Crimpens des Anschlusses (20) darauf aufgebrachten Kraft, und
- b) einer Entfernungsmeßeinrichtung (30) zum Bestimmen der Entfernung zwischen den Anschluß­Angriffsteilen (44, 46) des Formensatzes (16, 18), wenn die ermittelte Kraft im wesentlichen gleich Null ist.


8. Maschine nach Anspruch 6 oder 7, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Kraftüberwachungseinrichtung (24) so angeordnet ist, daß sie ein zweites Signal erzeugt, das die während des Crimpens des Anschlusses (20) darauf ausgeübte Kraft anzeigt, und das zweite Signal mit einem Bezugs­signal vergleicht, das Null darstellt, bis das zweite Signal im wesentlichen gleich Null ist.

9. Maschine nach Anspruch 8, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Kraftüberwachungseinrichtung (24) einen Dehnungsmesser (24) aufweist, und daß eine Einrichtung (78) vorgesehen ist, um die Entfernung einer Bedienungs­person zu vermitteln.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour déterminer la hauteur de sertissage (F) d’une borne (20) sertie sur un fil ou autre élément (22) en utilisant un appareil de sertissage qui comprend une presse (10) ayant une embase (12) et un coulisseau (14) agencés pour effectuer un mouvement alternatif entre eux, ladite embase (12) et le coulisseau (14) portant chacun une moitié complémentaire d’un outillage (16, 18) de sertissage, comprenant les étapes qui consistent :

(a) à placer une borne (20) et un fil ou autre élément (22) dans une position de sertissage à l’intérieur dudit appareil de sertissage ;

(b) à amener au moins l’un de ladite embase (12) et dudit coulisseau (14) à subir un mouvement relatif afin que ledit outillage (16, 18) engage et sertisse ladite borne (20) sur ledit fil ou autre élément (22), le procédé étant caractérisé en ce qu’il consiste :

(c) durant l’étape (b), à déterminer que le processus de sertissage a réellement commencé, puis à surveiller (70) la force imposée sur ladite borne pendant que ladite force décroît d’une valeur prédéterminée jusqu’à zéro, et lorsque ladite force atteint sensiblement zéro, à déterminer (72) à ce moment la distance entre les parties (44, 46) d’engagement de borne dudit outillage (16, 18), ladite distance étant ladite hauteur de sertissage (F).
2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ladite étape consistant à déterminer que le processus de sertissage a réellement commencé comprend la surveillance de la force imposée sur ladite borne lorsque la force atteint une valeur souhaitée.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l'appareil de sertissage comprend des moyens destinés à générer à la fois un signal de force représentatif de ladite force imposée à ladite borne (20) et un signal de distance représentatif de ladite distance entre les parties (44, 46) d'engagement de borne dudit outillage (16, 18), dans lequel l'étape (c) est caractérisée en ce qu'elle consiste :
   (C1) à comparer (70) ledit signal de force à un premier signal de référence qui représente une valeur zéro, et
   (C2) lorsque ledit signal de force est sensiblement égal au premier signal de référence, à comparer (72) ledit signal de distance à un second signal de référence qui représente une hauteur de sertissage souhaitée et, si la différence entre ledits signaux de distance et de référence dépasse une quantité prédéterminée (74), à générer un signal de rejet.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que ledit appareil de sertissage (10) comprend une mémoire (76) et l'étape (C2) consiste à stocker ledit second signal de référence dans ladite mémoire (76).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce qu'il consiste à traduire ledit signal de distance en un format lisible par l'homme.

6. Machine pour sertir une borne (20) sur un fil ou autre élément (22), comprenant une presse (10) ayant une embase (12) et une coulisseau (14) agencés de façon à effectuer un mouvement alternatif opposé entre eux, ladite embase (12) et ledit coulisseau (14) portant chacun une moitié complémentaire d'un outillage (16, 18) de sertissage, caractérisée par un appareil destiné à déterminer la hauteur de sertissage (F) d'une borne (20) sertie sur le fil ou autre élément (22), comportant
   (a) des moyens (24, 26) de surveillance de force destinés à déterminer et surveiller la force imposée sur ladite borne (20) durant son sertissage ; et
   (b) des moyens (30) de détection de distance destinés à déterminer la distance entre les parties (44, 46) d'engagement de borne dudit outillage (16, 18) lorsque ladite force prédéterminée est sensiblement égale à zéro.

7. Machine selon la revendication 6, caractérisée en ce que ledits moyens (30) de détection de distance comprennent un transformateur différentiel linéaire (32) ayant un stator, une armature et des moyens destinés à générer un premier signal représentatif de la position relative dudit stator et de ladite armature, et en ce que l'un dudit stator et de ladite armature est relié à ladite embase (12) et l'autre est relié audit coulisseau (14).

8. Machine selon la revendication 6 ou 7, caractérisée en ce que ledits moyens (24) de surveillance de force sont agencés de façon à générer un second signal représentatif de la force imposée à ladite borne (20) durant son sertissage et à comparer ledit second signal à un signal de référence représentatif d'une valeur zéro jusqu'à ce que ledit second signal soit sensiblement égal à zéro.

9. Machine selon la revendication 8, caractérisée en ce que ledits moyens (24) de surveillance de force comprennent un extensomètre (24) et en ce que des moyens (78) sont prévus pour communiquer ladite distance à un opérateur.